
Start date 
October/November, 2018

Terms
Full-time, Flexible. Pay to be 
discussed in person.

We’re hiring an Outreach and Growth Coordinator with a Heart of Gold

Twenty One Toys is looking for an Outreach and Growth Coordinator to 
join our small but growing team! This full-time role is for a charming and 
knowledgeable person excited to share our toy with new communities and 
implement our new workshop outreach strategy. This would include 
engaging new corporate clients on phone and email, running video 
demonstrations, supporting with sales, and hosting community calls and 
webinars. 

The ideal candidate has experience and background knowledge of HR, 
Training and Development, and Business Development. They are an 
engaging communicator, have strong networking capability, and they live 
and breathe our core values. They can act as an excellent ambassador for 
the Empathy Toy, both at events and on platforms like LinkedIn. Strong 
organizational skills are also a must, as are skills with public speaking and 
online presentations.  

Requirements you’ll need:
• Experience in sales or business development
• Great on camera and experience recording videos independently.
• Knowledge of trends in HR, Corporate Culture, and Learning & Development
• Skilled in effective communication across different media
• Passion for our core values (see last page)

We'd love it if you:
• Have experience facilitating with the Empathy Toy
• Have experience using a CRM, video conferencing platforms, and/or

MailChimp
• Candidates with a strong social media presence will be highly considered

What you’ll be working on specifically:
•

•

You will work with our team of educators and facilitators and help to 
implement our workshop outreach strategy. This will include a combination 
of cold and warm emails, phone calls, and running online workshop 
demonstrations. You will connect with new leads on a daily basis. 
You will host webinars and community calls for our global community. 
You will continue to iterate on workshop demos, email follow-ups, and new 
client engagement opportunities.

• Lastly, you'll become the expert on our toys, workshops, and community. 

Twenty One Toys 
is a multi-award winning toy, 
workshops, and training  company 
working out of the Centre for Social 
Innovation in Toronto. 

We strive to make creative 
collaboration the new normal -- to 
shift established views on play and 
learning in the lives of the young 
and old. We are developing a 
new category of toys that teach 
Empathy, Failure, Creative 
Communication, Collaboration, 
and other core skills necessary for 
innovation in the 21st century. 
We develop workshops, training 
programs, and supplementary 
resources to explore discussions 
around our toys.

Our flagship product, the 
Empathy Toy, is an award-winning 
blindfolded puzzle game originally 
designed with the Canadian 
National Institute for the Blind to 
bridge the gap between visually 
impaired students and their sighted 
classmates. It has since evolved 
into a learning tool used in 
thousands of schools, homes, and 
offices worldwide. It was featured 
in TIME magazine as “one of 
six new education tools shaping 
classrooms of the future”.

“Toys are the new Textbooks” 
twentyonetoys.com

Interested?
Please email hireme@twentyonetoys.com. 
Include “Outreach and Growth Coordinator!” in the subject line and send us:

• Linkedin (or equivalent)
• send us a link to your “video cover letter”!

• To get a sense of your presentation style, record a 1-2 min. video
of yourself explaining why you’d be a great addition to our team

• Upload to youtube as unlisted and include the link in your email
We are an equal opportunity employer and strongly support applications from diverse 
backgrounds and communities. Only candidates under consideration will be contacted. 

•



Twenty One Toys - core values

SWING into it 
Enthusiastically embrace every challenge as an opportunity. Be flexible!

PLAY, IMPROV/E, CREATE 
Create with play, humour, and improv in mind. Embrace the unknown with curiosity.

MAKE CONNECTIONS 
Every conversation is an opportunity to listen, learn and make connections. Get outside!

MAKE IT SO 
You are a creative problem solver and will ensure that any promises made are kept.

THE DESIGN IS IN THE DETAILS 
Be thoughtful in the details, looking towards beauty and efficiency -- get to the point with style! 

MAKE others SHINE
Celebrate and recognize the contributions of others. “I don’t shine if you don’t shine”

START from the HEART
Humility, empathy, thoughtfulness, and respect are at the start of every decision. If you don’t understand, ask! 

RADICAL CANDOR
You’re responsible to push yourself, others, and the work to be better. Support our team’s resilience by caring 
personally while challenging directly. This means speaking up if someone needs a helping hand or difficult feedback! 

Thanks!
Twenty One Toys @ Centre for Social Innovation
720 Bathurst Street, Toronto, ON 
twentyonetoys.com




